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YewdaleDefiant® Roller Blinds

R20W Light Duty Crank
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R20W Light Duty 
Crank 
Features:
The YewdaleDefiant® R20W plastic crank 
controlled roller blind features a 40mm grooved 
aluminium barrel and white metal universal 
brackets for face or top fixing. The robust plastic 
wind mechanism ensures very smooth blind 
control, operated by a detachable handle (handle 
sold separately). The fabric is locked into a groove 
in the barrel, and features a white plastic bottom 
bar as standard.

Benefits:
Durability and simplicity make the R20W a good 
choice for a vast range of applications. The 
detachable handle (handle sold separately) 
ensures the blind is vandal resistant and safe for 
areas where cords are a danger. The fabric is 
locked into the barrel and bottom bar, supported 
by sturdy metal brackets, and the mechanism is 
encased within a plastic housing. 

Options:
Alternative bottom bars including fully fabric 
covered in aluminium or plastic, and aluminium 
Tear Drop in black or silver; Detachable handle; 
Wire side-guiding system; White aluminium back 
bar; Fascia.

Specification:
The YewdaleDefiant® R20W plastic crank 
controlled roller blind with detachable handle as 
manufactured by Yewdale, +44 (0)1268 570900. 
Robust plastic wind mechanism and pin end 
enclosed within a plastic housing and supported 
by white metal brackets with covers. Flame 
retardant fabric from the YewdaleDefiant® range, 
locked into grooved 40mm aluminium barrel 
along with plastic bottom bar.

Standard Bottom Bar Featured

Roller Blind Specification Guide
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R20W Light Duty Crank 200 2650 3350 5.0

This product range 
comes with a full 
Lifetime Warranty 
as standard.
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